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The s�d is in �e ground.
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While darkness does its w�k.
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Introduction
What follows are my experiences, observations, recommendations and conclusions

related to the many aspects of the 2008 SML Good Neighbors programs during the summer of
2008. Most of this report is concerned with the planning and implementation of the Summer
Day Camp and its many details. It is hoped that this report will be helpful in evaluating the 2008
program and the planning the 2009 program.

The Internship Program

Intern Recruitment, Selection and Training
College interns are the primary facilitators of the Summer Day Camp program. They are

assisted by the Camp Director and other volunteer administrators, as well as Reading Buddies
and Teachers’ Aides, but the interns spend their entire day from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday
through Friday, in constant contact with the children. Therefore, the interns are absolutely
essential to the Day Camp program. For a job description and other details go to:
www.smlgoodneighbors.org

2008 recruitment –

Contact was made with at least 70 colleges and universities beginning in January, 2008.
Most of these contacts were initiated via the internet. However, a concentrated effort was
made with Virginia Tech through several campus programs: Service Learning Program, the
Honors Program and the campus YMCA program. The leaders of these programs were very
helpful in advertising our programs on campus. Phone conversations were also held with offices
at Washington and Lee University and Mary Washington University. Many other colleges placed
our information on appropriate college listings and communicated with me via emails. Overall, I
found the college offices very receptive. I was also invited to participate in a Nonprofit and
Intern Recruitment Day at Guilford College in Greensboro, NC for six colleges in the Piedmont
area.

As a result of this intensive effort, we received eight (8) applications. Two of these
applications were received before we decided to offer a stipend. In March the Board approved
offering a $2,000 stipend and six more applications were received. It should be pointed out that
this recruitment method reached several thousand students through email announcements and
postings on college websites.
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Recommendations for 2009 recruitment

Begin contacts with colleges/universities in November
Focus on the Bonner Scholar Programs at Lynchburg College, Ferrum College,
Guilford College and the University of Richmond
Since Hollins University and Sweetbriar College have already made contact,
arrange personal visits to those campuses
Ask Larry Broomall to promote the Good Neighbors program at Washington and
Lee University and Sweet Briar College

2008 intern selection –

Two of the eight applicants withdrew and the remaining six (6) were invited for
interviews by the intern committee. Three applicants were from Virginia Tech, two from Radford
University and one from the University of Richmond. All applicants completed a standard
application form and provided references. The college majors represented by these six women
were: Fine arts, Professional writing, Elementary education, Human nutrition and French,
Human development, and Education with interest in Deaf Education.

The plan called for five (5) interns. However, during the interview process the Board
approved offering positions to all six (6) applicants. All six applicants accepted the offer.

Recommendations for 2009 –

Review the current application materials and edit as needed
Make every effort to have applications submitted by March 15th

Continue selecting six interns
Have serious discussions about giving preference to women interns

Comments & Conclusions

The number of hours spent on intern recruitment was quite large, and at times
discouraging. Based on this experience, I have drawn several conclusions:

GN needs to continue offering stipends and room and board for the interns
Very few male students are interested in experiences with children in the 6 to 9 year age
group
The pool of women students interested in experiences like ours is limited
We were blessed to have these six young women in our Good Neighbors family; their
work was exceptional
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2008 Intern orientation and training –

The interns arrived one week before the beginning of the first camp. During that week
they were provided with a schedule of planned activities to help prepare them for their work
with the children.

A workshop about the Good Neighbors curriculum was facilitated by Mike Carr. The
curriculum had been mailed to each intern prior to coming to Smith Mountain Lake.
During this workshop the Daily Rhythms were reviewed and the curriculum content
reviewed with enough detail to orient the interns to the scope of their work, but to also
encourage them to bring their own gifts and creativity to the curriculum. The goal was to
provide a framework they would use in planning the daily activities for the children.
A reading workshop was facilitated by Karen Woodford, Literacy Development Specialist
from the Bedford County Superintendant’s office. This program gave us very good
information for our use in developing guidelines and instructions for our volunteers in
the Reading Buddies portion of the program.
A writing workshop provided by Monique Dufour from Virginia Tech. Monique helped us
shape a daily program (20 – 30 minutes at the end of each day) called the Writers’
Workshop. Although we had talked about a writing component, this workshop gave it
structure. As part of this we learned how to make a story book for each child to use in
their daily writing. Monique also worked with us on developing or own daily practice of
reflection and writing.
Two sessions were held to introduce the Circle Processes from the Little Book of Circle
Process. Our goal was to introduce these concepts for use by the interns in their own
community life together and to use these processes with the children as appropriate.
These processes are part of learning to live, work and play together in ways that nurture
intentional listening as part of preventing conflicts and peacefully resolving conflicts
when they arise.
The interns were given a workshop on classroom management by two veteran teachers
at Burnt Chimney Elementary School. This was helpful and can be expanded in the
future.
Chuck Murphy provided a program on First Aid and CPR for the interns and others
working with the children on a daily basis. The program was tailored for dealing with
emergencies with children.
The staff at the Moneta branch of the Bedford Public Library oriented us to their facility
and arranged library privileges for the interns
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Director’s Comments

The training we provided was excellent and filled most of the week. It is recommended that we

spend additional time on the Writing Workshop program and classroom management next year.

Intern support

The six Interns lived together in the cabin on the Lunsford Farm. Charles and Linda
Lunsford very generously provided this home for our use. Additionally, the interns were paid a
stipend of $2,000 for their 10 weeks in the program. They were given one week off between the
two camps so their actual time with us was nine weeks. Additionally, we opened an account at
ShopRite grocery for additional food and gasoline as needed by the interns. Our intention was
that the interns would have no out-of-pocket expenses for their basic support. Because of safety
concerns, the interns were given the use of a seven-passenger minivan during their time at SML.

Meals were provided for the interns on Monday through Thursday evenings. These
meals were prepared by volunteers and were either delivered to the cabin or the interns went
to their homes for the meal and fellowship.

Comments and Recommendations

The support of the interns was excellent and I see no need to expand that support. For
2009 I make the following recommendations:

Request the use of the Lunsford cabin again
Revise the evening meal program. Although the interns appreciated the time with
volunteers who provide meals, they found going to individual homes taxing after the
first few weeks. They recommended, and I agree, that in 2009 the interns have meals in
individual homes NO MORE than once each week. It is recommended that most meals
be delivered to the cabin or served at one of the churches. The interns worked very hard
during the day and needed time in the evenings for rest and preparation for the next
day. Since traveling to homes is almost always a long trip, these adjustments need to be
made.

Concluding Comments

The internship program is essential to the Good Neighbors Camp program. The interns
function as teachers, counselors, parents, friends, playmates and role-models for the children
on a continuous basis for four weeks in each camp. It would not be possible to operate the
camps using only volunteers. Based on feedback from volunteers, children, families and my own
experiences, I believe that the interns in the 2008 camp program did an excellent job. This does
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not mean it was perfect or that we can’t improve the program. However, these women met and
exceeded my expectations for the internship program in this first year.

I do believe we could do a better job in helping the interns with their own community
life. We had a three-member team that served as mentors for the interns. This team met with
the interns during the orientation week and introduced the Circle Processes for their use in
building and maintaining their community. However, we did not develop a mechanism for
regular meetings with the interns. At the end of each day at the camp, we did gather for
discussions about the day and used the Circle Process for that activity. Although this was good
for sharing information about the camp and solving problems, it did not deal with the
community life of the interns. During the last two or three weeks of the program, problems
between the interns did develop and these problems were not resolved before they returned to
their colleges. Additionally, these problems diminished their effectiveness during the Bedford
County camp; communication and cooperation are essential for a smooth running camp. This is
unfortunate and I believe we should make every effort to avoid similar problems next year. It is
my hope that there will be reconciliation and that healing will still occur with time and distance.
All of us who worked closely with these women saw the love and affection they had for each
other during the early weeks of the camps and what a wonderful impact they had on the
children. I strongly recommend that the weekly schedule in 2009 include a meeting every
Sunday evening a 5 p.m. for fellowship, a simple meal and sharing. This meeting should be
facilitated by the Director, and others as appropriate, and the Circle Process should be followed.
These meetings would be for the nurture of the intern community life and to talk about the
week ahead. This was not included in 2008 because the intern schedule was too full with the
regular evening meals in volunteer homes.

I would also like to consider arranging occasional volunteer time at the Rescue Mission
(weekend) for the interns and interested volunteers. This would be one more opportunity to
include interns in community service activities.

The Volunteer Program
The volunteer program discussed below is primarily about the volunteers who worked

with the children in the Summer Day Camp. Many other volunteers assisted the Nutrition
Committee in packing and delivering school lunches and weekend backpacks. The Good
Neighbors programs could not function without the very large number of volunteers from the
area churches who supported our camp program by giving us many hours of their time and their
energy. These volunteers came from at least eight churches. During the eight weeks of the
Summer Day Camps 120 to 140 individuals volunteered their time as Reading Buddies and
Teachers’ Aides.
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Volunteer Recruitment

A member of the Good Neighbors Board of Directors, Janet Hill, served as the Volunteer
Coordinator for the Camp Program. A coordinator of volunteers from each church was identified
and worked directly with Janet. Churches were assigned specific weeks to work at the camps
and the recruitment process in the churches began. A large data base was developed to
schedule individuals for specific times on specific weeks at each camp. Volunteers were asked to
commit one week of their time. Reading Buddies committed to approximately two (2) hours
each day for one week, and Teachers’ Aides committed full days (8:30 to 3) for one week.

The recruitment process worked very well, although there was great anxiety about
having enough volunteers for each time period. One of the major hurdles we faced was getting
the volunteers working directly with the children through the background-check process. This
was complicated, but we were truly blessed that all of these volunteers went through the
process at significant inconvenience to them. Both Bedford County and Franklin Schools
required these checks. But, we also believed that it was the right thing to do. The requirements
were:

1. A criminal background check through the Virginia State Police that included
fingerprinting.

2. A check by the Virginia Department of Social Services to screen for child sexual abuse
3. For volunteers in Franklin County a Tuberculosis screening was also required

School Board staff from both Franklin and Bedford Counties’ Departments of Human
Resources worked with us to process all of the volunteers. Good Neighbors paid for the
background checks but asked for contributions to help offset the costs. Volunteers who
continue in the program will not have to be rechecked each year as long as they don’t take a
break from the program.

Recommendation

Determine the possibility of doing our own fingerprinting and working directly with

the Virginia State Police. This will not save GN money, but it will allow us to process

volunteers ourselves thus eliminating the inconvenience we experienced this year. We can

already work directly with the Virginia DSS.

Volunteer Training
The volunteers who worked as Reading Buddies and Teachers’ Aides were required to

attend a 40 minute program about Safeguarding Children, Interns and Adult Volunteers.

We used a video produced by the Episcopal Church and supplemented this video with

written and verbal information about the policies and procedures we follow to protect
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all of the participants in the Good Neighbors program. This program is aimed at

preventing the sexual abuse of participants, including the prevention of false

accusations.

The meetings described above were also used to acquaint volunteers with the daily

rhythms of the camp program and their role in the program. At the time these meetings

were held, we did not have written materials or job descriptions for these volunteers.

These materials were developed before the camp began, but it would have been better

to have this information available earlier. And, we did not have a job description

available for the Teachers’ Aides – at that time we didn’t know how these volunteers

would be used.

Recommendation –

Have the written guidelines, including how books are labeled with reading levels, available for

Reading Buddies at orientation meetings before the camps. But, review the guidelines

with them on their first day at camp. And – have a task force of experienced Teachers’

Aides (from the 2008 camps) develop a description of the duties and responsibilities

for those positions. These turned out to be critical positions and with larger camps (up

to 50) each pair of interns needs one aide. So, on a busy camp day three aides are

needed. The interns found these supporting positions to be very important, especially

at the Franklin County Camp.

Reading Buddies were given written materials about “How to Be a Reading Buddy” on

their first day of work at camp. They were oriented by an intern and a volunteer camp

facilitator. The written materials were developed after a Reading Workshop given by

Karen Woodford, Literacy Development Specialist with the Bedford County Schools. Her

program was given to the interns and the camp director and was tailored for the

characteristics of the children we recruited.

Comments and Recommendations:

Overall, the training in 2008 was adequate. However, now that we have experience with the

program, and, based on formal input from volunteers, we need to expand the volunteer

training program to make better use of their time and talents. Several Reading Buddies

expressed interest in being more involved with the children and we should think creatively

about ways to make additional opportunities available. And, serious attention is needed

to define the roles of Teachers Aides. These are very important positions that support the
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interns, the camp director and the volunteer camp facilitators. We learned this by

experience during the 2008 camp.

The Schools

The Support of School Personnel

We were fortunate to have the support and assistance of professional educators from
both the Bedford and Franklin schools. This support began with the Superintendant in both
counties. Mr. Jim Mullens, K-5 Director of Instruction and Curriculum for Franklin County
worked regularly and directly with the Camp Director in the development, review and approval
of the Good Neighbors Curriculum, arrangements for the use of Burnt Chimney Elementary
School, arrangements for using Franklin County School busses and working with Human
Resources to arrange background checks. Jim’s help was essential in this effort and he became a
true partner in our program. Mrs. Ann Wade, principal of Burnt Chimney E.S. and Mr. Keith
Pennington, Principal of Dudley E.S. were also very helpful, along with the school secretaries, in
implementing our camp in Franklin County. Mrs. Tammy Parlier, K-5 Director of Instruction for
Bedford County was helpful in the early planning. Mrs. Karen Woodford, Literacy Specialist for
Bedford County and former principal of Moneta E.S. was extremely helpful in helping us with
many of the details for the Bedford camp. The major help in Bedford County came from Mrs.
Barbara Rezzonico, principal of Moneta E.S. Barbara’s regular help with details and recruitment
of students was comparable to that of Jim Mullens in Franklin County.

Comments and Recommendations:

The individuals listed above should remain our key contacts for future planning.
However, additional efforts need to be made to get greater involvement by Mr. Gus Exstrom,
principal of Huddleston E.S. and Dr. Marvin McGinnis, principal of Body Camp E.S. The Camp
Director should make contact early and work closely with these schools. More about these
efforts will be found in the section on camper recruitment and transportation. Also, direct
discussions need to be held with Dr. Blevins, Superintendant of Bedford County Schools and
others on his staff about the positive impact of the 2008 camp and to get greater support
from his office.

Physical facilities

The Franklin County Camp was held at Burnt Chimney Elementary School. Our main

gathering space was the cafeteria. This was used as our multipurpose space. It is well equipped
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with a state-of-the-art audiovisual system that allowed access to the internet, use of DVDs, etc.

Students began their day with breakfast in the cafeteria before beginning the day’s activities.

We also had four (4) classrooms and a small office. We used the gymnasium for some activities,

but it was being used for storage of furniture from classrooms under repair. We also had the use

of all the outside playgrounds and athletic fields.

The spaces were very adequate for our program. It allowed us to use three classrooms

for small group (by grade) activities and use one room as the art room. The cafeteria was used

for all large group activities, the Reading Buddy program, meals, celebrations, check-in and

check-out.

Comments and Recommendations:

The facilities at Burnt Chimney were good. Since considerable construction work was

going on at the school, we had to work around furniture and supplies that were stored in

corridors and in the gymnasium. If we use the school next year these issues should be gone.

The use of the entire gymnasium will allow for several additional activities. We also had great

support from the custodial staff.

The Bedford County Camp was held at Moneta Elementary School. The main

gathering/multipurpose space was the gymnasium. The gym was also used for the Reading

Buddy program and for snacks and lunches. In addition, we had the use of three trailer class

rooms, a classroom for preparation and storage and a small room for storage. The playgrounds

were also used for outdoor recreation. As in Franklin County, we had use of the school’s AV

equipment.

Comments and Recommendations:

These spaces were fine. If this school is used again, different arrangements should be

studied for the Reading Buddy program. Tables were not available so students and volunteers

used mats and sat on the floor. Although this worked, it was not as comfortable for the adults

as desirable.

Camper Recruitment
On the advice of the school principals, we limited our camps to children who would be

entering grades 1 through 4 in the Fall. Therefore, students in K through 3 were recruited in the

Spring. The school administration identified students who should be invited. We asked that

priority be given to children eligible for the free and reduced lunch program and that need for

reading mentoring also be considered. The free and reduced lunch information is confidential

and therefore we were dependent on the schools for developing the lists.
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In Franklin County –

The two school principals developed a list of 165 students to invite

We provided the schools with 165 envelopes stuffed with letters of invitation,

information about the program and application forms. The envelopes had the Good

Neighbors return address label and postage affixed. The schools attached the mailing

address labels and mailed the envelopes. Families were asked to return completed forms

to the school.

The initial mailing resulted in 18 applicants by the deadline

A second mailing was sent to the families who did not respond to the first mailing.

The second mailing increased the applicants to 36

The schools provided us with phone numbers, and members of the Board called homes

to recruit more students.

At the end of this process we had applications/registrations from 58 students

Of the 58 applicants, 41 students began the camp

In Bedford County –

The three principals identified lists of students to receive applications. The total was 75

to 80 students.

These students had information sheets/applications placed in their folders to take home.

The initial response was very low. About 15 students were enrolled a few weeks before

beginning camp.

Students enrolled in the Moneta ES summer school program were given additional

information/invitations about the camp.

Charlotte Maxey made personal contacts with families from Body Camp E.S. in an effort

to recruit students.

Mrs. Rezzonico, principal at Moneta E.S. recruited students she felt would benefit from

the program. We allowed students entering grade levels other than 1 -4 to enroll.

The camp opened with 24 campers – all but two (2) from Moneta E.S., and none from

Huddleston E.S.

Comments and Recommendations:

Recruitment for the first year was labor intensive and sometimes discouraging. We

believe it will be much easier in 2009 because we are known and we also expect many

returning students. However, we will work with the schools in Bedford County and try to use

the approaches that were successful in Franklin County. This will require sending invitations

to many more students and using the mail service to send materials to the families of

students rather than using school folders. We believe that we can accommodate up to 50
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children in each camp and will work towards that goal. In Bedford County enrollment was also

reduced because of transportation issues. This is addressed in the next section.

Transportation of Children

In Franklin County –

Good Neighbors arranged for bus transportation through the Transportation Division of

the Franklin County Schools. Two busses were arranged, one for children from Dudley E.S. and

another for children from Burnt Chimney E.S. Approximately 50% of the children in the Franklin

County camp rode the bus. The remaining campers were brought to the camp by family

members. The cost of the transportation program was $6,179. During the four (4) weeks of

camp these busses traveled 3,400 miles to pick up and deliver the children.

In Bedford County –

We were not able to arrange bus transportation for the children as we had in Franklin
County. The Director of Transportation determined that the school system could not rent
busses. But, through the 21st Century Grant at Moneta Elementary School, some bus
transportation was arranged for a few children. This did not provide multiple stops throughout
the region. Children from Huddleston Elementary School had no access to a bus and those from
Body Camp E.S. could ride only from Body Camp E.S. to Moneta E.S. and back; no additional pick
up points could be arranged. Therefore, most of the children riding the bus were children from
Moneta E.S.

Comments and Recommendations -

Our experience this year taught us that transportation for the children is essential. The
Franklin county camp would have served about 20 children if bus transportation had not been
provided. The Good Neighbors program is based in rural areas and the families of these
children are spread out over a large geographic area. Many families don’t have adequate
transportation or cannot afford the additional cost of bringing children to school for the
camp. The very nature of our mission selects for children whose families may not be able to
provide transportation. Therefore, I believe that the Good Neighbors organization must
accept the fact that, in this rural environment, we must provide the option of bus or van
transportation and that this option is expensive. Otherwise, we will have to change our
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selection criteria to include families who can provide transportation or settle for very small
camps. For the 2009 program I have the following recommendations:

Meet with the Bedford County Superintendant of Schools, Dr. Blevins, and make a
strong request for Bus transportation in Bedford County that would serve Moneta,
Body Camp and Huddleston Elementary Schools. Use the Franklin County experience
as justification for this service.
Confirm the Franklin County provision of busses for 2009
Adjust the 2009 budget by at least $6,000 if Bedford County will provide busses
Seek grants that will assist with the cost of busses. Emphasis on the rural setting and
the characteristics of the children we serve will focus our efforts.
Form a “task group” to investigate alternatives to using county school busses. Options
might include using church vans or donation of a leased van from a regional auto
dealer. Liability insurance and qualifications of drivers would have to be considered.

The Good Neighbors Curriculum
For most of a year, a small group of volunteers worked on the development of a

curriculum for the Good Neighbors Day Camp Program. A consultant from Eastern Mennonite
University, Lana Miller, was employed to design and write a proposed four-week curriculum. The
emphasis in the plan was on providing experiences and activities for children in grades 1
through 4 that would foster Good Neighbors Values such as compassion and kindness. We
especially wanted to model ways to resolve conflicts without violence - physical or psychological
- and to help children learn to embrace diversity. The themes of interconnectedness and
interdependence with each other and everything in nature were also woven in to the plan. A
complete copy of the 2008 curriculum plan is available for anyone wanting more detail.

Comments –

The written curriculum plan is very good. It served as the framework for the interns as
they developed their daily and weekly plans for the camp activities. The interns were given
great flexibility in creating activities and lessons based on the general curriculum plan. In my
opinion, they did a good job of using our basic plan and adapting it to the needs of the
children they served on a daily basis. They had a sense of the kind of music to use, the songs
to teach the children, and the art and recreation activities that would work with this age
group. Much of what they did was not specified in the curriculum guide but the general
themes and objectives were followed and met. I believe that some of the material in the
original curriculum was too old for many of our campers and boring for many others. The
interns had a good sense of age-appropriate content. I believe the curriculum, and the
creativity the interns brought to it, nurtured Good Neighbors Values in the children we
served. A significant weakness in the program, however, was the afternoon enrichment
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period. This time needs additional planning and this should not be the sole responsibility of
the interns.  I recommend the following for the 2009 camp:

Make arrangements to have outside guests at the camp two afternoons each week.
These resources should be picked to entertain the children and to expose them to
people, vocations and experiences that highlight how Good Neighbors live with each
other at home, in the community and in the world.
Using resources like “Pieces of Peace”, “Adventures in Peacemaking” and similar
resources, plan fun, challenging, age-appropriate activities/games for the enrichment
time two afternoons each week. Intentional peace education is a priority.
Use every Friday afternoon for “FUN FRIDAY” -  games and silliness. This was instituted
by the interns and was a big hit with the children and a great way to end each week.

Note: Our curriculum is unique. We have not found similar, structured programs, and the original model
we were using – Project Transformation – did not have a curriculum.

The Daily Rhythms –

The curriculum plan specified a daily schedule to follow each day. We called this the
Daily Rhythms. We followed this plan with only minor changes. The daily plan is shown below.

The Daily Rhythms

The following pages provide an outline of the daily activities used in the Summer Day

Camp. A detailed curriculum for each day of the four-week camp will be used, but will be altered

by the interns as appropriate to fit the children’s needs and to allow the interns to add their

creative ideas to the program.

Each of the four weeks will have a different theme and the themes are interconnected to

build a larger whole by the end of the camp. Each week is built around a story or stories.
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Week 1 – Importance of Self - Everything (including me) in nature is good and important.

Stories like “All I See is Part of Me”, “Lorax” and songs like “Everything is Beautiful” will provide

the context for the week.

Week 2 - Importance of Family – How do we live together in families? The story for this week

is “Joseph and His Brothers.” How do we deal with jealousy, conflict and forgiveness in families?

Week 3 – Importance of Living in Community – Who is my brother? The story this week comes

from the Vegitales series and is based on the Good Samaritan story. Our objective this week is

to show the importance of showing love and compassion for people, even strangers, in our

community.

Week 4 – Importance of Living in the World – I am even important outside of my community;

how I act and what I do makes a difference in the world far beyond my community. Stories

about making peace and helping others in faraway places will be used. Embracing diversity will

be stressed. This diversity may include: gender, age, race, religion, culture, etc.

Cycle for Each Day

1. Gather - (8:15 – 9)

o Breakfast, games and free-play

2. Story Talk (9 – 10)

o Hear the story of the day

o Talk about the story (guided discussion/sharing)

Help the children in their thinking and understanding of the story and its message. Include

three to five wondering statements and open-ended questions. No close-ended or “yes/no”

questions. “I wonder” statements are particularly appropriate for preschool and primary

students.

o Connect to the story

This discussion or processing activity moves us from understanding the story to its

real-life application

o Responding
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Singing, moving, drama, small group activities, time for reflection and wondering,

research, word games, handcrafts, reading, and writing.  Depending on the day, this section may

or may not be useful.

o Ending and Sending

Session closes with a song or encouraging statements about our “theme” for the day.

Some repetition in endings is encouraged, particularly for the younger children.

3. Cycles - Recreation, Arts & Crafts, Reading Buddies (10 – 12 a.m.)

Children are divided into three groups. One group begins with reading, another with recreation,

etc. After thirty minutes, groups rotate; reading group moves to recreation, etc. Reading is

one-on-one with an adult volunteer.

o Recreation Center (Depending on the topic for the day, you may want to create some
games that go with that particular topic.  You may also want to take some time to
process what happened within the recreation time according to the topic for the day.
For example, if some hurt was caused, you may discuss forgiveness and what that
means in this context.  Or, if you are talking about cooperation and working well with
others, the games should be cooperative.  Then you can discuss the difference
between competitive and cooperative games.

o Art: The idea for this time is that the children would have a creative space to
respond to the topic for the day.  Within the various lessons, there are ideas for arts
and crafts.  However, don’t hesitate to create your own ideas of crafts to do with the
children.  The goal is, that they would create something to help them better
understand what was discussed in the morning gathering time.

o Reading:  In this section, volunteers read with the children.  The children will choose
a book consistent with their reading level and spend time reading with the adult. The
child reads; the adult listens and assists. However, there are times when the adult
reads to the child or they take turns. The child and their reading level will make these
times apparent. Depending on the subject for the day and library collection, you may
want to pull out some books that go with the theme for the day.
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4. Lunch – 12 – 12:30

Cheer before eating:

“Hands, hands, hands, I am thankful for my hands.  Food, food, food, I am thankful for this

food. Friends, friends, friends; friends are the best gift of all.”

Have them raise their hands and shout: HOORAY FOR HANDS!!! HOORAY FOR FOOD!!! HOORAY

FOR FRIENDS!!!  HOORAY FOR MY GOOD NEIGHBORS!!!

5. Free Play (12:30 – 1 p.m.)

6.  Enrichment Stations (1 – 2:15 p.m.)

7. Journal time – The Writers’ Workshop (2:15 – 2:45)

All the children will work on their camp Scrap Books or Story Books during this time. It

encourages them to write about their experiences and at the end of camp they will have a

completed story or book.

8.  Closing for the Day (2:45 – 3)

Invite the students to share something that they learned or enjoyed today.  Take turns going

around the circle so that each person has a chance to share.

Comments –

The daily schedule worked well most of the time. As discussed earlier, the major area

for improvement relates to the afternoon enrichment time. It is assumed that each year,

because we will have new interns, the specific activities in art, recreation and music will

change, even though the themes will remain the same.

The Reading Buddy program was excellent – perhaps the strongest feature of the

program. The volunteers loved it, the children (most of them) looked forward to it and bonds

did form between the adults and the children. We have approximately 500 books in our Good

Neighbors library and selections are balanced for reading levels. And… based on recent data

from the Bedford Camp, it was very effective. All children studied maintained their reading
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level from the previous school year, and almost 30% showed significant improvement. Since

national data shows that children who don’t read in the summer lose as much as six months

from their previous reading level, this is big news. The principal was very pleased with this

result.

The Writers’ Workshop was also successful for most children. This program should be

structured slightly better and used Monday through Thursday each week; Friday afternoon is

for Friday Fun Days. It will require creative planning to better engage the younger children

whose writing skills are only beginning to develop. Appropriate age-level approaches can be

developed that encourage children to love stories – especially their own. It must be fun or it

will fail – the process is more important than the product.

Camp Breakfast, Lunch and Snacks

Franklin County –

Breakfast and lunch food at Burnt Chimney Elementary School was provided by the

“Feed the Children” program for Franklin County. This program is coordinated by Rose Paige, a

local pastor, and there is no charge for this food. Every Friday cereal and milk were delivered to

the school for breakfast the following week. Every morning, Monday through Friday, lunches

were delivered to the school for that day’s program. Lunches consisted of sandwiches, chips,

individual serving-size fruit cups, chocolate or white milk and boxed fruit drinks. There was

always more than enough, and children could have seconds or take food home at the end of the

day. Again, there was no charge to Good Neighbors for this program; it is part of a grant-funded

program.

We provided a simple afternoon snack for the children. Usually, this was two cookies or

animal crackers or goldfish or pretzels. Fruit juice or milk left from breakfast or lunch was also

served. These snacks cost about $.05/child/day.

Bedford County –

All food for the Bedford County camp at Moneta Elementary School was provided by the

Good Neighbors program. The Nutrition Committee purchased food from Southwest Virginia

Second Harvest Food Bank and lunches were packed and delivered by volunteers. Initially,

individual bag lunches were delivered. Experience at the camp determined that it was better to

have the food delivered in boxes or cases and have the camp volunteers and interns distribute

the food to the children based on their requests. A wide variety of food and drinks was available

for morning and afternoon snacks and for lunches. A list of these foods is available on request.
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Comments and recommendations –

In general, the feeding programs for the camps were good. My thoughts and
recommendations for 2009 follow.

In Franklin County continue working with “Feed the Children” for the breakfast and
lunch program. No significant changes are required. Continue providing simple
afternoon snacks. The interns planned unique afternoon snacks on several occasions
and the children loved it. Ants on a Log, Making their own ice cream, chips and salsa,
watermelon are examples. More of this should be encouraged.
In Bedford County, the Nutrition Committee of Good Neighbors planned and
provided lunches and snacks. This program was good but I recommend that a “task
group” study several adjustments:

● Eliminate most of the single-serving prepackaged fruit cups – talk with
Wendie Dungan and study surveys for additional information

● Consider using volunteers to prepare sandwiches fresh each day and compare
the cost to purchasing from Second Harvest. Discussions with Mrs. Rezonnico,
principal at Moneta E.S., and the cafeteria supervisor suggest that they can
help us work this out. It would not involve cooking.

● Simplify the lunch choices available to campers and include chips
● Determine the feasibility of buying milk and juices in gallon containers and

dispensing individual servings to campers rather than using single-serving
boxed drinks.

● Provide fresh fruits when available and affordable
● Have afternoon fun snacks that engage campers in preparation when possible

The Camp Experience

Introduction –

In my opinion, the Summer Day Camp Program was very successful. This was the first year for

the program and we learned much about administering the program. I believe that we kept our focus on

helping children learn about Good Neighbors values through stories, planned activities and by our own

behaviors. We wanted the camp to be a safe place for the children and a place where they were valued,

respected, loved and for it to be - a place where people listened to them and accepted them.

One of the first challenges we faced was deciding if the camp would look like school or

more like a camp. Consensus was reached by the team that we did not want this to have a

school atmosphere. We wanted the children to be safe but to have fun, to be appropriately

rowdy and to be comfortable expressing themselves. And, in the process, we wanted them to
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learn about resolving conflicts without violence, and to learn kindness and respect for each

other and the adults. I called the atmosphere “messy” at times. A visitor dropping in (depending

on the time of day) would describe it as chaotic or even frenetic. However, the children were

appropriately orderly during activities requiring a calm atmosphere such as Reading Buddy time,

Writers’ Workshop, Art projects and Story Time. And, at the end of the four-week camp, we

heard from campers and their families about how much they loved the camp and how much fun

they had. Even some of the rowdiest boys were tearful on the last day of camp because it was

ending. In support of this approach, I recommend a recent book – The Trouble with Boys –

which supports the idea that children, especially boys, need to be active and rowdy. Their

learning is enhanced by physical activity, even games that involve healthy aggression. And,

physical activity in the classroom, rather than conformity to quiet, is good. The traditional

classroom environment that demands quiet and order may not be the best model for the Good

Neighbors program. Check the link below for a recent interview on this subject.

http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/26184891/vp/26657112#26657112

The daily schedule we planned was a very good framework and, in general, was followed

each day. The curriculum also served as our guide for the daily activities and weekly themes.

The interns used the curriculum as their guide but used their creativity and judgment in

designing specific activities for each day. They did follow the stated weekly themes and

maintained the focus on the Good Neighbors values.

Although the curriculum and planned daily activities illustrated and modeled our stated

values and objectives, many of the opportunities for nurturing Good Neighbors values and

teaching conflict transformation occurred spontaneously. By being attentive to the interactions

between the children we found dozens of opportunities to talk about - “how good neighbors

treat each other” - and why fighting isn’t a good neighbors value and - how ugly or mean

language hurts others. And the children not only heard our words but experienced another way

of dealing with conflict by the ways we treated them and each other. On the playground there

were constant opportunities to promote sharing and kindness even during a competition. It

wasn’t always successful, but… we did not have any physical fights and saw many instances of

potential conflict being transformed into healthy, friendly behaviors. Part of our challenge was

to recognize that the behaviors we saw in the children were simply behaviors they saw in their

environment; they were using the approaches to solving problems or dealing with anger that

they observed in their daily life. Our mission was to show them, as members of our Good

Neighbors family, better and more effective alternatives for living in community.
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Camp Administration

The camp was managed using a team approach. The model was a circle not a

hierarchical pyramid. The team consisted of the six interns, the camp director and two

administrative facilitators. The camp director served as the primary contact, provided support

and advice to the interns, assisted with dozens of logistical details as needed, worked with

campers that needed special attention and dealt with behavior problems that didn’t respond to

standard approaches. The two administrative facilitators coordinated the daily details of the

camps: greeting campers in the morning and checking them in, greeting and orienting the

volunteers each day, keeping track of all special needs of campers, administering first aid,

setting up and cleaning up breakfast, lunch and snacks. Serving as Reading Buddies when we

were short on volunteers, making certain that all forms from parents and volunteers were

completed and in the files, helping get children on and off the busses, organizing and packing

Backpacks and the list goes on and on. There was enough work to keep two people busy most

of the time every day. These positions were not anticipated before the camp but we learned

that they need to be part of the plan for future camps. Although the described positions were

necessary, the primary camp facilitators were the six interns. They worked with the children

from the time they arrived in the morning until they left at 3 p.m. in the afternoon. They

planned all of the activities and acted as teachers, counselors, parents, etc to the children. The

relationships that formed between these women and the children were remarkable and, in my

opinion, these relationships were the basis for the success of the camps.

At the end of each day of camp, our team gathered and, using a circle process, shared

our ideas about the day, discussed issues, and came to agreement on changes that needed to

be made. This process was effective in managing the camp program and in team building.

General Comparison of the Franklin County and Bedford County Camps

It is my opinion that the Franklin County Camp was excellent and the Bedford County

Camp was good. There were several differences in the characteristics of the two programs.

Some of the differences were described in earlier sections of this report.

The Franklin camp was larger - 41 children versus 24 children at the Bedford camp. Many

of the children in the Bedford camp already knew each other because they were siblings,

friends or attended the same school. There were many more boys in the Franklin camp. The

children in the Franklin camp came from two schools in about equal numbers. Although we

tried to recruit children from three schools for the Bedford camp, all but two came from the

Moneta Elementary School. There were none from Huddleston elementary School.
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The Bedford camp began during a week that overlapped with summer school. Therefore,

we changed our daily schedule and used Reading Buddies in the afternoon rather than in the

morning, and the rhythm we had developed in the Franklin County camp  was missing. Since

many of the children were in summer school in the morning, the interns had difficulty filling the

mornings with meaningful activities for the few children present in the mornings. The normal

schedule resumed with the second week. We had a similar scheduling issue in Franklin County

during the last week of camp. However, we had more children in camp (fewer in summer

school) and it was much easier to maintain the normal schedule since the children were familiar

with our daily rhythms.  The lesson we take from this is that it is difficult to begin the camp when the

first week overlaps with summer school and the number of children is too small. This issue needs to be

addressed in planning the 2009 camp.

The relationships between the interns became strained during the Bedford camp. It was clear

that these problems affected their moods and spilled over in to their work. They did not communicate

with each other as well as previously and did not work together as they had during the Franklin camp. In

spite of these problems, they did do their jobs and the children bonded with them as was clear at the

end of the camp. It was a long summer for the interns, they were very tired by the end,  and the

problems in their community relationships sapped their emotional energy. Because they had done so

well together over the first few weeks, we did not anticipate these issues. We will plan for these

potential problems for the 2009 camp.

I believe that two major issues contributed to the problems I identified regarding the Bedford

Camp. First, the recruitment of children was not as focused and intense as it needed to be. Because of

this we had little or no participation from two of the schools. This was addressed in a previous section.

This issue is also easily addressed in the planning for 2009. The second major issue is bus transportation

in Bedford County. This issue will be addressed with the schools and we will also look for an alternative

to using school busses.

Having made these distinctions between the two camps, I want to emphasize that the Bedford

camp was good. I missed the first two weeks of that camp but was there for the last two weeks. And

during those last two weeks the children were having a great time and the Reading Buddy program was

excellent. It did appear that the interns were less engaged in the afternoon enrichment activities, but the

program was still good, just not excellent. And, as compared to the Franklin camp, there was a lower

energy level at the Bedford camp. However, the children didn’t notice these things. They were having

fun, they liked the program, and they didn’t want to see it end. And, we had many opportunities to work

with them in teaching Good Neighbors values, including conflict transformation. And… the children

loved the interns. It was wonderful to see these relationships and to see the interns accept and love

these children. There are many stories for us to tell that illustrate these relationships; they will be in

another document.

Finally, we now have some data that our program did make a difference in the reading levels of

the children. Pre and post-data on a sample of 14 children in the Bedford camp showed that none of
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these children lost ground over the summer and 30% of them significantly improved their reading level.

This is very significant since the national data shows that children who don’t read over the summer lose

as much as six months from their reading levels. The principal at Moneta Elementary School is excited by

this data and impressed with the result.

Conclusion
This report summarizes many of the major elements of the Summer Day Camp program.

It is written to help guide the planning of the 2009 program and to help those who follow us

understand the details of the program. It is also written to leave a record that may be helpful to

those who may want to understand the history of the Good Neighbors program.
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